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ABSTRACT: The proposed work is used to give a practical solution for sorting based on its speed, power, memory
and area. It comprises of designing existing four comparators and overcome the disadvantage of these comparators by
modifying two data comparators based on minimum area and memory efficient design. The performance of these
comparators were designed using VERILOG MODULE and were targeted on XC3S400-4pq208 using Xilinx 9.1i
compiler. The Altered Decoder based Comparator (ADBC) and Altered Two’s Complement based Comparator
(ATCBC) uses less memory. The proposed sorting technique is implemented as Pipelined and Parallel Architecture.
KEYWORD: Verilog, Pipelined Architecture, VLSI, parallel Architecture, Sorting.
I.

INTRODUCTION

In Digital Image Processing sorting is important in real time image in order to arrange the pixels orderly. The main
operation in sorting is compare and swap function. The compare and swap function is carried out by comparators by
comparing two values and then swapping them to get results, that is equal to, less than or greater than. Sorting is costly
because it occupies large area, high speed, high power. This can be minimized by using various comparators, ”VLSI
architecture for 8bit comparator for rank ordering image applications[1]”.Median filtering is non-linear digital filtering
technique, that is used to remove noise from a digital image. This is used in digital image because it preserves edge
while removing noise from digital image.”An efficient VLSI architecture for removal of impulse noise in image
[3]”.”VLSI architecture for decision based modifies selection sort filter for salt and pepper noise removal [4]”.
Comparator is a circuit that compares two numbers and finds out which is greater than, equal to or lesser than the other.
It receives two 8 bit numbers A and B as inputs and the outputs are A greater than B, A equal to B, A lesser than B.
Depending upon the relative magnitudes of the two number, one of the outputs will high and corresponding other will
be low. The Magnitude Comparator has to be designed in such a way that it uses less area, consumes low power and
operates at high speed hence, it can be implemented in different architectures. The proposed architecture is suitable for
VLSI implementation. Modified Shear Sorting is an algorithm which is performed using Compare and Swap operation
in order to find Median Value of certain elements.A three cell sorter is made up of three comparators to find the
maximum, minimum, median values. The first comparator receives two values as input and compares those two values
in order to give maximum and minimum values. The second comparator receives the minimum value of the first
comparator and another third value as input, which gives maximum value and final minimum output. The third
comparator receives maximum value of second comparator and the maximum value of first comparator as input, which
gives the final maximum and median output. Thus the entire structure comprises three input values and three output
values.
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II.

COMPARATORS

Comparators are the useful combinational circuits which are used to determine whether the first number is greater or
lesser when compared with the second. The comparators are classified into magnitude comparator and data comparator.
Magnitude comparator finds out whether the number is greater or lesser. The data comparator finds out the greater
value or lesser value.
A. 8 bit Magnitude Comparator (8BMC)

Fig. 1 Structure of 8-bit Magnitude Comparator
An 8 bit Magnitude Comparator is a circuit that compares two eight bit numbers in order to find whether the inputs are
greater than or equal to or lesser than the other. The block diagram consists of two 2:1 multiplexer and one 8 bit
conventional comparator. To determine whether one input is greater or less than other, check the next digit in LSB. If
the two digits of a pair are equal, compare the next lower significant pair of digits. The comparison continues until a
pair of unequal digits is reached. If corresponding digits of one input is low and that of other is high, then one input is
less than other. If the corresponding digit of one input is high and that of other is low, then one input is greater than
other. The output of 8 bit magnitude comparator is given as input to the first multiplexer and inverted input of the first
multiplexer is given as input to the second multiplexer.
B. Carry Select Logic Comparator (CSLC)

Fig. 2 Structure of Carry Select Logic Comparator
The basic operation of this comparator is subtraction. The High and Low values of this comparator are obtained using
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compare and swap function .In the above design, An and Bn are the inputs given to the carry select logic circuit to
perform subtraction and to obtain output as borrow. The Carry Select Logic Comparator consists of a half subtractor
and set of full subtractors.The inputs A and B are given as inputs to half subtractor then corresponding output borrow
is given as the input to the set of full subtractors , this borrow along with inputs A and B is given as input to the full
subtractor then the corresponding output borrow of full subtractors is given as the input to the first multiplexer and
inverted input of the first multiplexer is given as the input to the second 2:1 multiplexer. Both half subtractor and full
subtractor selects the output of multiplexer using borrow equations, this shows that borrow ripples to next stage. Hence,
there arises borrow dependency problem.
C. Borrow Look Ahead Logic Comparator (BLALC)

Fig. 3 Structure of Borrow Look Ahead Logic Comparator
The Borrow Look Logic Comparator is used in 8 bit comparator inorder to eliminate the borrow dependency problem
that arises in previous stage. In this the borrow value depends on initial carry only. This architecture consists of set of
full subtractors as functional element and two 2:1 multiplexer and a NOT gate. The output borrow of one subtractor is
given as an input to the next subtractor and so on. The output from the last full subtractor is given as input to the first
multiplexer and the inverted input of the first multiplexer is given as input to the second multiplexer in order to find the
higher and lower values.
D. Multiplexer Based Comparator(MBC)

Fig. 4 Structure of Multiplexer Based Comparator
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The Multiplexer Based Comparator has eight functional elements and two 2:1 multiplexer with a NOT gate. The
Functional Element (FE) consists of AND, OR, MULTIPLEXER. In this Multiplexer Based Comparator, one input
will act as selection line and other two values are fed as the input data. The output of the last Functional Element (FE)
is given as the input to one multiplexer and the inverted value of this is given as input to the second multiplexer in
order to find the lower and higher values respectively.
E. Decoder Based Comparator(DBC)

Fig. 5 Structure of Decoder Based Comparator
The Decoder Based Comparator is used for data transfer. It compares most significant bit of first 8 bit with the most
significant bit of another 8 bit binary number and provides the output. This output is given as input to the decoder, the
decoder is disabled if the bits are identical and the decoder is enabled if the bits are different. This comparator consists
of decoder, XOR gates, OR gates and two 2:1 multiplexer. The output of the decoder is given as the input to the first
multiplexer and inverted input of the first multiplexer is given as the input to the second multiplexer in order to obtain
high and low values respectively.
F. Twos Complement Based Comparator(TCBC)

Fig.6 Structure of Two’s Complement Based Comparator
This Comparator uses two’s complement operation. This design is based on the formula A+B’+1.In the above formula,
it describes that two inputs are taken such as A and B, then 2’s complement of B is taken and it is then added with 1 in
order to show binary to excess one logic converter and then it is finally added with input A in order to perform the
comparator operation. This Two’s Complement Based Comparator consists of eight full adders, seven XOR gates, six
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AND gates, seven NOT gates and two 2:1 multiplexers. The carry from the previous stage is given as input to the next
full adder and the final carry is given as the input to the multiplexer to determine the high and low values.
III.

ALTERED DATA COMPARATORS

A. Altered Two’s Complement Based Comparator(ATCBC)

Fig.7 Structure of Altered Two’s Complement Based Comparator
The Altered Two’s Complement Based Comparator is build up from a series of seven full adders, eight XOR gates
followed by two 2:1 multiplexer. As it is two’s complement based comparator excess one logic is used (i.e.) B’+1 is
given as input to the set of eight XOR gates. The output of this set of XOR gates is given as one of the inputs to the full
adder. The first full adder receives excess one as the one of the input and the next full adder receives the carry of the
previous stage as its input. In order to determine the high and low values, the final carry from the last full adder is given
as input to one multiplexer and the inverted input of the first multiplexer is given as input to the other multiplexer.
B. Altered Decoder Based Comparator (ADBC)

Fig. 8 Structure of Altered Decoder Based Comparator
The Altered Decoder Based Comparator consists of eight functional elements. The functional element consists of a 3:8
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decoder and OR gate. The output of the OR gate is fed as input to the next functional element. The set of functional
element is followed by two 2:1 multiplexer .Thus, the output of the last functional element is fed as input to the first
multiplexer and the inverted input of the first multiplexer is given as input to the second multiplexer in order to
determine the high and low values.
IV.
A.

ARCHITECTURE

Parallel Architecture

Fig. 9 Block Diagram of Parallel Architecture
This design is implemented to determine the median value for the below given nine input pixels. This architecture
consists of seven Three Cell Sorter. The first three cell sorter receives first three values as input and compares those
three values and gives the corresponding max, mid, min values. The second three cell sorter receives next three values
as input and compares those three values and gives the second max, mid, min values. The third three cell sorter receives
next three values as input and compares those three values and gives the third max, mid, min values. The fourth three
cell sorter receives the maximum value of first,second,third three cell sorter as input and compares those three values
and gives the fourth max, mid, min values. The fifth three cell sorter receives the median value of first,second,third
three cell sorter as input and compares those three values and gives the fifth max, mid, min values. The sixth three cell
sorter receives the minimum value of first,second,third three cell sorter as input and compares those three values and
gives the sixth max, mid, min values. The seventh three cell sorter receives minimum value of the fourth three cell
sorter, median value of the fifth three cell sorter and maximum value of the sixth three cell sorter as input and gives the
final median value as output.
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B. Pipelined Architecture

Fig. 10 Block Diagram of Pipelined Architecture
This design is implemented to determine the median value for the below given three input pixels. This architecture
consists of six three cell sorter and d-flip flop. For the first clock cycle the one input is fed into first threeflip flops
which are arranged in series and for the next clock cycle input is fed into the next three flip flops which are arranged in
series. For the last clock cycle input is fed into the last three flip flops which are arranged in series. Outputs from these
flip flops are fed as input to the three cell sorter. The output of the three cell sorter is given as input to next three TCS
via three pairs of three different flip flops. The output from the three TCS is fed as input to three d-flip flops. The
output of these flip flops is given as input to three cell sorter which determines the final median output.
OUTPUT SIMULATION WAVEFORM

A.

Waveform Results of Comparators

Fig. 11 Output waveform of Altered Two’s Complement Based Comparator
The Output waveform of Altered Two’s Complement Based Comparator has been executed as shown in above Fig. 11.
In this High and Low are the output values, A, B and Z are input values and Cout is the carry output.
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Fig. 12 Output waveform of Altered Decoder Based Comparator
The Output waveform of Altered Decoder Based Comparator has been obtained as shown in above Fig. 12. In this High
and Low are the output values, A, B and Z are input values and Cout is the carry output.
SIMULATION TABLE

Fig.13 Simulation Table of Comparators
B. Waveform Results of Architectures

Fig. 14 Output Waveform of Parallel Architecture
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The Output waveform of Parallel Architecture has been obtained as shown in the Fig. 14. In this Waveform X1-X9 are
the inputs and Median is the only output.

Fig. 15 Output Waveform of Pipelined Architecture
The Output waveform of Pipelined Architecture has been obtained as shown in the Fig. 15. In this Waveform A, B, C
and reset are the inputs and Median is the only output.
SIMULATION TABLE

Fig.16 Simulation Table of Architecture
V.

CONCLUSION

Thus simulation is done for existing four comparators and for also two modified comparators. These comparators are
then implemented in parallel and pipelined architecture and then simulation result have been taken. These comparators
are targeted using device XC3S400-4pq208 on Xilinx 9.1i compiler tool using VERILOG module. The drawbacks of
existing Decoder Based Data comparator and Two’s Complement Based Comparator is overcome and Altered Decoder
Based Comparator(ADBC) with suitable for memory efficient design and Altered Two’s Complement Based
Comparator(ATCBC) with less area has been designed. Thus these comparators are designed on the basis of speed, area
and power.
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